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Fred Tibbitts Jr. is a global wine consultant based in New York and Bangkok. He assists some of
the top hotel and restaurant chains in the U.S. and Asia Pacific developing their wine-by-theglass programs, leading educational trips to wine producing countries and hosting VIP industry
dinners at New York and across Asia.
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Wine Collecting 101

For Fun & Profit
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Collecting wine can be approached just as one would go about collecting anything: Buy what you like and store it safely under the right
conditions. If your wine collection, no matter how modest or impressive is
to retain its worth both as a beverage to be enjoyed as well as a store of
value for barter or sale at a future date, the storage conditions are more
important than ever. And since wine is one of the few collectibles that may
be either consumed or sold so long as it is kept in perfect condition, what
are you waiting for?
Wine collectors really fall into one of two categories: Either one collects
wine as a passion or hobby to enjoy in the future; or one collects wine with
the objective of seeing it appreciate in value until such time as one is prepared to sell it at a favorable profit: But regardless of one's motivation for
collecting wine, the same basic rules apply in terms of preserving it.
The three enemies of wine are light, temperature and humidity, so it
is how effectively one deals with these threats that determines the health
of one's wine collection over time. As with everything in life, all solutions
come at a price; so if one is on a budget, the minimum approach is most
practical. If one has a more generous budget for wine preservation, there
are lots of alternatives. And for those wine collectors where “money is no
object”, naturally, there are heavenly solutions that go far beyond
preservation, adding style and elegance to the domain of one's “wine cellar”.
I suggest you visit these three websites for a variety of wine cellar options,
ranging from small to large temperature and humidity controlled cabinets
to elaborate wine cave “inter-sanctums”: www.winespectator.com, www.
wineenthusiast.com and www.decanter.com.
As far as maintaining your wines in your wine cellar, whether basic or
palatial, one needs to keep a steady temperature and humidity: Your cellar temperature should be 10-16C degrees for reds and 5-11C degrees for
whites; however, if you are collecting both red and white wines, try keeping the temperate at a moderate 10C degrees. The humidity should be
60-75% RH (Relative Humidity). Soft lighting, good air flow below and
around your bottles is very important (If you have a wine cellar room, the
use of wooden or plastic pallets or other means of keeping your wine off
the floor and away from contact with the walls is one of the most practical
approaches).
With regard to one's choice of wines to collect the possibilities are of
course endless; so collect what you like to drink, because if you do so, you
will always be nearby a nice selection of your favorite wines when a special occasion develops or friends, relatives or senior members of the Communist Party come calling. If you are a serious collector focused on investment grade wines only whose value are sure to increase dramatically
over time and consuming them is not your goal, simply visit the best wine
shops in your area and speak with authoritative sales clerks: They will be
only too glad to direct you to the best wines they offer for cellaring over
time for profit.
And as with any collecting pursuit, collect on a regular basis, purchasing the vintages each year of the same wines you most prize, so you
have what is called “verticals” of your primary or “core” collectibles (Like
Chateau Lafite Rothschild 2000-2009, for example, if you are very wealthy).
Verticals of great wines make your collection far more desirable to other
collectors or auction houses, because it allows the buyer, if he or she so
chooses, to invite his or her best friends for a vertical tasting of a special
wine, permitting the tasters to note the subtle differences as well as similarities over time. And if you anticipate the buyer may be Chinese, do
remember that the numbers 2, 6, 8 & 9 are considered “lucky numbers”;
so definitely keep this in mind as you amass your collection.
Well, that's Wine Collecting 101. I hope you enjoyed it. For further
insights into the do's and don'ts of wine collecting with a wine cellar, start
a cellar, no matter how basic, and learn from your own experience; because the best lessons in life are always learned from one's personal
experience. I am Red Owl, over & out.
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